
'THE GREAT DREAMERS' 
 ~NUYU DREAMCOURSE for Children of ALL Ages~

Children are 'THE GREAT DREAMERS' who are very seldom 
noticed or understood.  Most parents do not understand what is 

taking place with their Children's Dreams or even their own. 
Sleeping is a reality that Your Body needs, but there 'IS' a lot 

more taking place than what the personal mind and senses can 
Seee.  There 'IS' a very special experience taking place as You 

sleep at night and it takes many lifetimes to WakeUp to The 
TruReality of YU, The RealU, Your RealAwarenisss.  LifeIS so 

much bigger than You can ever imagine.  What You 'think' of as 
LIFE, is really what You have considered to be Creation and is 
not The TruReality LifeIS.  Creation is a 'part' of The Whole of 

Life, because You have to first go thru many steps and stages to 
eventually Recognize The RealU.  You are the one deciding if 
You want to Recognize more than just a physical body that 

grows old.  Children are very precious as they are being raised. 
Each lifetime You come into a new body, You are always taking 

the risk as to what will happen during this present life.  It is all a 
'roll of the dice' so to speak as to what will happen next with 

your life on earth and how You will handle yourself here.   As You 
come into each life, You are told and taught according to what is 
always taking place Now.  You are also carrying all your pastlife 
ideas, assumptions, feelings, and so much more that are hidden 
in places You cannot even consider.  YOU have a physical body, 

but what is unknown to You is that You also have four other 
unseen bodies that always effect your personal life Here.  The 

RealU takes on these various bodies to gain certain experiences 
to eventually have a Complete WakeUp with The TruReality 

LifeIS.  You have come thru lifetimes of huge challenges and 
each lifetime You are given a chance to SeeeMore, but for the 

most part, You are not interested, because your personal life is 
far too important to SeeeMore in any way.  Because You have 



bcome so attached to your personal self and what it likes, You 
have to cater to it and maintain what it wants.  You are not 

aware enough to know that 'IT IS YOU' that created YOU!  The 
RealU 'IS' beyond what You can ever imagine, and if You are 
persistent and Become The Real RiskTaker and Listen to the 

RealGuidance and Learn The RealEducation that is being shared 
here, then You can someday Completely Recognize The RealU!

~SING THE NU~U to YOUR CHILDREN~
As You take the time to LISTEN to Your Children and what they 
tell You about their Dreams, then You and they will Learn and 
have so many Wonderful Adventures together that You never 
ever could have on your own.  LifeIS ALL About Sharing with 

each other.  Life on earth is not just 'literalized' ideas that sound 
good, but a TruReality that 'IS' ALLAlive & Real and more than 
just feelings!  When You really do LISTEN to The RealGuidance 
WWWE Share, then YU, The RealU, are on your way into Real 
UNUverses of RealFreedom.  YOU already know YOU are The 

Child at Heart and that your body feels older, but there 'IS' 
something about yourself that is Not Older... IT IS The RealU! 

YOU and Your Children are THE GREAT DREAMERS, and You can 
Share Something Wonderful with Your Children that will endure 

past anything You can have or accomplish Here!  Sing The NU~U 
to Your Children as they go to sleep and ask them what they did 
Dream when they wake up back Here.  YOU will start to become 
amazed at what they will tell YOU!  Be open and LISTEN and Life 
will Show YOU NUWorlds that You can enter to where, YU, The 
RealU, can have a Greater Life than You can ever imagine Here! 


